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Towards systematically improvable models for
actinides in condensed phase: the electronic
spectrum of uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4 as a test case†

André Severo Pereira Gomes,*a Christoph R. Jacob,*b Florent Réal,a Lucas Visscherc

and Valérie Valleta

In this work we explore the use of frozen density embedding [Gomes et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.,

2008, 10, 5353] as a way to construct models of increasing sophistication for describing the low-lying

electronic absorption spectra of UO2
2+ in the Cs2UO2Cl4 crystal. We find that a relatively simple

embedding model, in which all but the UO2
2+ unit are represented by an embedding potential, can

already describe the main spectral features and the main environment effects can be attributed to the

four chloride ions situated at the UO2
2+ equatorial plane. Contributions from species further away,

albeit small, are found to be important for reaching a close agreement with experimentally observed

quantities such as the excited states’ relative positions. These findings suggest that such an embedding

approach is a viable alternative to supermolecular calculations employing larger models of actinyl

species in condensed phase. Nevertheless, we observe a slight red shift of the excitation energies

calculated with our models compared to experimental results, and attribute this discrepancy to

inaccuracies in the underlying structural parameters.

1 Introduction

Optical spectroscopy is a powerful probe of the interactions
between the constituents of molecular complexes containing
actinide species, as well as the interaction of such complexes
and their surroundings. However, actinide species are often
difficult to manipulate due to their radiotoxicity and may
present rather complicated spectra. Therefore, the interpreta-
tion of experimental results is greatly helped by the use of
theoretical models that provide detailed information on the
electronic structure. This may, for instance, aid in deconvoluting
the measured spectra in solution into the contributions of
different species that may coexist in equilibrium.1,2

Theoretical (semi)empirical approaches based upon crystal
or ligand-field theory3–5 provide a simple physical picture based

on effective Hamiltonians. This makes such methods the first
choice for the interpretation of experimental results. However,
as their accuracy depends on the validity of the simple model
and the quality of the experimental data used in the para-
metrization, their predictive power is limited.

The computationally much more demanding ab initio elec-
tronic structure approach6–8 based on wavefunction theory
(WFT) or density functional theory (DFT) can, for small models,
provide accurate non-empirical data for small model systems.
This was demonstrated by a number of studies over the past
two decades.9–30 However, such studies also demonstrate that
the accurate prediction of the energies of electronically excited
states is a very demanding task. Often, one passes from a
relatively simple, closed-shell ground state to excited states
which have contributions from several close-lying open-shell
configurations. This makes the balanced treatment of ground
and excited states difficult and may give rise to substantial
errors in the calculated transition energies. Fortunately, one
often finds that differential correlation effects for excited states
of similar character are smaller, so that their relative energies
can be described with less effort than absolute ones.

These difficulties are illustrated in the case of the actinyl(VI)
and (V) ions (AnO2

2+/+, An = U, Np, Pu, Am), which are very stable
species that are found both in the gas and in the condensed
phases (in particular in solution).31 For those systems, it is
well-established31 that the low-lying excited states arise from
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excitations to unoccupied non-bonding (5fd, 5ff) actinide orbitals
from the (i) actinyl bonding orbitals (for An = U(VI)), in internal
uranyl ligand-to-metal charge-transfer (LMCT) excitations; and
from the (ii) partially filled f (for An = U(V), Np, Pu, Am), in the
so-called f–f transitions. Somewhat higher in energy one also
finds (iii) LMCT transitions from ligands bound in the equatorial
plane. The latter, even when not significantly contributing to
excitations of types (i) and (ii), can affect their energies and
oscillator strengths.32,33 This makes the description of these
nearest ligands essential in investigations on condensed phases,
while also second-nearest neighbors such as outer solvation
shells can still differentially affect electronic states (via, e.g.,
hydrogen bonding or by aggregation34).

For the investigation of excitations of types (i)–(iii) with WFT
methods employing many-electron model spaces (e.g., CAS or
RAS)16,24 consideration of just the equatorial ligands directly
bound to the actinyls is already at the limit of what is compu-
tationally feasible. A more approximate treatment of the excita-
tions from the ligands16,19,35 is therefore often attempted to
reduce the computational cost. In addition, idealized geometries
are used to make as much use of symmetry as possible. Time-
dependent DFT (TD-DFT) approaches offer a computationally
less demanding alternative, but are often considered as too
inaccurate for actinyl systems due to the known tendency of
most available exchange–correlation functionals to spuriously
stabilize delocalized charges.36–39 Recent studies17,18 using the
CAM-B3LYP40 functional indicated that range-separated hybrid
functionals may yield quantitatively correct spectra for uranyl
complexes. Nevertheless, (TD-)DFT remains inapplicable to f–f
spectra (i.e., excitations of type (ii)) because of the multireference
character of the ground states.

A way to overcome the size restriction for WFT approaches is
to resort to embedding techniques41 such as the frozen density
embedding (FDE) method.42,43 With FDE, a large system is
partitioned into smaller subsystems interacting through a
so-called embedding potential. This embedding potential is
determined from the densities of the individual subsystems.
The subsystems can then be treated exclusively with DFT (DFT-
in-DFT),44–49 or one (or a few) subsystems can be treated with
WFT (WFT-in-DFT),50–55 depending on the balance between
computational cost and accuracy one wishes to achieve. An
interesting aspect of FDE is that, by retaining a fully quantum
mechanical description for all subsystems, both ground and
excited state properties for the whole system remain in principle
accessible.56–59 This has led to the development of efficient, DFT-
based protocols to investigate the coupling of localized electronic
excitations in large systems.60–62

Some of us have previously employed WFT-in-DFT embedding
to study the f–f spectrum [i.e., excited states of type (ii)] of NpO2

2+

as an impurity in a Cs2UO2Cl4 crystal,53 using FDE to construct a
(frozen) model for the crystal environment surrounding a central
neptunyl (NpO2

2+) or neptunyl tetrachloride (NpO2Cl4
2�) unit.

Subsequently, some of us have applied DFT-in-DFT and WFT-
in-DFT embedding to investigate the low-lying excited states of
the CUO molecule, which is isoelectronic to UO2

2+, surrounded
by noble gas atoms in its equatorial plane.63 These excited

states are of type (i), i.e., internal LMCT-type excitations. While
for these LMCT-type excitations in CUO it turned out that the
limited accuracy of the (orbital-free) kinetic energy functionals
prevented an accurate description of the noble-gas actinide
species already for the ground state, we have found for the f–f
spectrum of NpO2

2+ that a simple embedding model where the
chlorides are represented by an FDE embedding potential did
yield accurate results. This is due to the intrinsically localized
nature of f–f transitions where ground and low-lying excited
states are dominated by molecular spinors with strong contri-
butions from Np-centered 5f spinors. These previous findings
raise the question to what extent actinyl spectra can be modeled
with WFT-in-DFT embedding approaches, and what accuracy
can be reached using the minimal model discussed above for
excitations other than f–f excitations.

Thus, our aim in this paper is to further evaluate the
performance of FDE-based embedding schemes by investi-
gating the spectra of uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2�). This
species is known to play a key role in pyroreprocessing techniques
of the spent nuclear fuels due to the use of high-temperature
chloride melts.64 There is a wealth of accurate experimental
spectra available both for the Cs2UO2Cl4 crystal65–68 and for
UO2Cl4

2� in non-aqueous solvents69,70 and in the gas phase.71

We believe that calculating the spectra of UO2
2+ in Cs2UO2Cl4

represents an interesting test for subsystem models since the
low-lying transitions are again of type (i), with potentially
important contributions from the ligand to the occupied orbitals
involved. Moreover, it presents an opportunity to further inves-
tigate the performance of different electronic structure methods
in conditions that closely mimic those of experiments. Of all
previous ab initio studies,10,18–20,71,72 only the one by Matsika
and Pitzer10 calculated the spectrum with the inclusion of a
model for the crystal environment.

2 Computational methods

All electronic spectra calculations were performed at the experi-
mental X-ray structure73 (see Section 3.1 for details) with a
development version of the DIRAC electronic structure code74

(revision ab65b36), employing Dyall’s basis sets75 of triple-zeta
quality for uranium, and Dunning’s aug-cc-pVTZ sets76 for
oxygen and chlorine, all of which are left uncontracted.

The Dirac–Coulomb (DC) Hamiltonian was used throughout,
along with the usual approximation of the (SS|SS)-type integrals
by a point charge model.77 In (TD-)DFT calculations the CAM-
B3LYP40 functional was used, whereas the WFT approach
employed here is the intermediate Hamiltonian Fock-space
coupled cluster method (IHFSCCSD),78–81 which allows for a
proper description of a possible multiconfigurational nature of
excited states.

In the IHFSCCSD calculations the excitation energies were
obtained with the (1h,1p) sector of Fock-space, meaning that in
the process electron attachment and ionization energies were
also calculated via the (0h,1p) and (1h,0p) sectors of Fock-
space, respectively. For cases in which we have not been able to
obtain solutions for the (1h,1p) sector due to the presence of
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) �6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) �6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) �6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2�) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2� unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4� p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4� FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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suggests a natural subdivision of Cs2UO2Cl4 into three distinct
regions – an inner one containing the core model(s) above, an
intermediate one containing at least the shell of the nearest
cesium atoms, and finally the remainder of the crystal. Our first
model (e) is built using the same strategy as in ref. 53. The basic
representation of the crystal environment is the combination of
the intermediate region (comprising 20 UO2Cl4

2� and 90 Cs+

ions) around the central unit and an array of point charges is
defined to represent the Madelung potential due to the rest of
the crystal.92 The electron density of the intermediate region,
which is necessary to determine the corresponding FDE embedding
potential, is obtained as the sum of the densities from DFT
calculations (SAOP/TZP) on the isolated (UO2Cl4

2� and Cs+)
species. In a more refined model (f) the density for the 12 cesium
ions nearest to the uranyl species was allowed to relax through a
DFT-in-DFT freeze-and-thaw procedure. Both models (e) and (f)
are derived from the experimental crystal structure, in which the
central uranyl unit only has C2h symmetry.

3.2 Assessing the models without a crystal environment

First, we consider the models without the crystal environment.
To assess the accuracy that can be achieved with these models,
we will compare the electronic spectrum of uranyl tetrachloride
(model d) to those obtained with the approximate models (a),
(b) and (c) (see Fig. 1).

3.2.1 The electronic structure of UO2Cl4
2�. Before discuss-

ing the approximate models, we recall some key findings from
calculations on uranyl tetrachloride.10,16,18–20,71 First, theo-
retical and experimental31,65 works assign the spectrum below
C30 000 cm�1 to excitations local to the uranyl species [i.e.,
excitations of type (i) in the classification introduced above].
These involve the highest occupied ungerade orbital and part
of the virtual uranium f manifold. LMCT from the chloride
ligands [i.e., excitations of type (iii)] occurs at somewhat higher
energy and concerns excitations from essentially pure chloride
ligand orbitals.31,71 This reflects the fact that the U–Cl bonds,
on the basis of experimental results and Mulliken population
analyses from correlated wavefunctions,19 are considered to be
largely ionic and have only weak covalent character. Recent AIM

studies93,94 corroborate this picture, although the experimentally
determined densities used in ref. 93 seem to indicate somewhat
stronger covalency. One should keep in mind, however, that this
is not an intrinsic characteristic of U–Cl bonds; for instance, in
compounds not containing the actinyl group such as metallo-
cene dichlorides, there is evidence that U–Cl covalency can be
substantial.95

Rather good agreement is found18 between WFT and DFT
calculations with the CAM-B3LYP exchange–correlation func-
tional, with a few notable exceptions: CAM-B3LYP reorders some
states (in D4h notation) with respect to CASPT216,19 as well as to
the experimental assignment. In particular, the first B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - ff character) and the second B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - fd character) are each interchanged. Apart
from these discrepancies, there is also a crossing between the
first Eg (of s1/2u - fd character) and B1g (for CAM-B3LYP)/B2g

(CASPT2) states found at a U–O distance of C1.83 Å for the
former and of C1.86 Å for the latter.

3.2.2 Approximate models, DFT. Proceeding now with an
analysis of the simplest models (a–c), we take the CAM-B3LYP
results for model (d), i.e., the full uranyl tetrachloride, as the
reference. All values are given in Table 2, where we order the
electronic states according to the experimental classification.31,65

We note that the experimental excitation energies for the twelve

Fig. 2 Uranyl FDE embedding models including the crystal environment (shown on the right), where one relaxes (e) only the nearest chlorides; (f) the nearest
chlorides and 12 cesium ions (uranium: black; oxygen: red; cesium: purple; chlorine: green).

Table 2 CAM-B3LYP excitation energies (columns ‘‘abs.’’) in wavenumbers for
different uranyl models (a–c) and uranyl chloride (model d), without the presence
of the crystal environment (rU–O = 1.774 Å). The energies relative to the first
excited state are also shown (columns ‘‘rel.’’)

State
Label
(D2h)

Model (a) Model (b) Model (c) Model (d)

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.

I, II B2g, B3g 13 215 17 265 18 115 19 018
III B1g 11 805 �1410 16 341 �924 18 321 206 19 934 917
IV Ag 11 805 �1410 16 239 �1026 17 981 �134 19 288 270
V, VI B2g, B3g 15 135 1920 17 681 416 19 565 1451 20 970 1952
VII Ag 17 084 3869 19 394 2129 20 539 2424 21 745 2728
VIII B1g 17 084 3869 19 660 2395 20 829 2714 21 592 2574
IX, X B2g, B3g 20 461 7246 23 424 6159 24 747 6633 25 531 6513
XI B1g 18 896 5681 23 875 6610 26 137 8022 27 058 8040
XII Ag 18 896 5681 23 876 6611 26 140 8025 27 112 8094
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lowest excited states discussed in this paper can be found
in Table 5.

Model (a), the isolated uranyl unit, is obviously the least
suitable model and places states III and IV below the doubly
degenerate (I–II) first excited state of uranyl tetrachloride. In
addition, the relative order of the highest states (IX, X vs. XI
and XII) is different relative to the reference model (d). The
strong red shift (C7000 cm�1) of all states with respect to
model (d) can be easily understood: the isolated uranyl cation has
a much shorter bond length so that at rU–O = 1.774 Å the ground
and excited states—which have longer bond lengths—are calcu-
lated to have a very small energy gap. The great sensitivity of the
vertical excitation energies to the bond length for this system is
also evident if our results for model (d) are compared to those of
Tecmer et al.18 With the shorter bond length of rU–O = 1.764 Å
used in this study, the excitation energies are 1000–3000 cm�1

higher than the one found here.
These flaws of the simplest model are considerably reduced in

the point-charge embedding model (b). The lowest four states still
resemble the spectrum for the isolated species. In particular, the
ordering of the states is at odds with that for uranyl tetrachloride
and almost no splitting between the lowest non-degenerate
(III–IV) states is found. On the other hand, the highest four
states (IX–XII) now follow the ordering of the reference calcula-
tion for model (d), even though they remain too close to each
other. The relative positioning of the intermediate (V–VIII)
states among themselves also very much resembles that of
the reference. We note that states VII and VIII now come in
the same order as in WFT calculations and in experiments. By
including the point charges the overall red shift of the spectrum
is now about C3500 cm�1, i.e., only half of that for uranyl.

Model (c), FDE embedding, represents a significant improve-
ment over the point charge approach. The energies of most
states approach those of the reference calculation. The most
important remaining discrepancy is the position of state IV,
which still appears as the lowest excited state. The overall red
shift is reduced to about 1000 cm�1 and we believe this
remaining discrepancies can be attributed to the still too short
U–O ground state bond length predicted by this model. If we
compare excitation energies relative to the first excited state
(columns ‘‘rel’’ in Table 2) we find much better agreement with
the reference calculation than for models (a) and (b).

3.2.3 Approximate models, WFT. The above comparison
with supermolecular DFT results is useful to assess errors in the
embedding approach. However, also with the relatively well-
performing CAM-B3LYP functional, TD-DFT cannot capture the
subtle correlation effects determining the details of the spectrum,
such as the relative order of states VII and VIII. This order is
fortuitously corrected in our approximate models whereas the
reference model (d) has them in the wrong order compared to the
experimental assignment. We will now consider a more advanced
treatment of electron correlation. To this end, we begin by
addressing the different choices of correlation spaces for the
IHFSCCSD method.

We present the electronic spectrum of the FDE embedding
model (c) for different Q spaces in Table 3, along with IHFSCC-112

results for the smallest Q space. It is clear that as Q becomes
larger, absolute IHFSCCSD excitation energies as well as the
spacing between adjacent electronic states become smaller, while
there are no significant changes in the composition of the states
(for further details see Table S7 in the ESI†). Because the smaller
Q2 active space yields results close to the largest space, Q3, for both
absolute energies and spacings, one can consider the former as
sufficiently accurate for evaluating different structural models.
Reducing Q2 further to Q1 gives errors of about 1200–1400 cm�1

for absolute energies and up to 300 cm�1 for the spacings of
higher-lying states. The sensitivity of the outcome to the amount of
electron correlation that is included is also visible in the differences
between IHFSCCSD/Q1 and IHFSCC-112/Q1, where the spacings
between levels and the composition of the states are rather similar
but the absolute energies differ by about 1000 cm�1.

Next, we turn to the results of IHFSCCSD/Q2 calculations
on the different approximate models, which can be found in
Table 4. As we do not have IHFSCCSD results available for
uranyl chloride [model (d)], we also list the vertical SO-CASPT2
excitation energies of ref. 19 in Table 4 in order to provide a

Table 3 IHFSCCSD excitation energies (columns ‘‘abs.’’) in wavenumbers for the
FDE embedding uranyl model (c) without the presence of the crystal environment
(rU–O = 1.774 Å), employing different Q spaces (see Table 1). The energies relative
to the first excited state are also shown (columns ‘‘rel.’’)

State
Label
(D2h)

IHFSCCSD-
112/Q1

IHFSCCSD/
Q1

IHFSCCSD/
Q2

IHFSCCSD/
Q3

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.

I, II B2g, B3g 17 998 0 16 896 0 15 746 0 15 680 0
III B1g 18 705 707 17 624 728 16 432 686 16 365 685
IV Ag 19 409 1411 18 400 1504 17 116 1370 17 043 1363
V, VI B2g, B3g 20 689 2691 19 696 2800 18 389 2643 18 318 2637
VII Ag 21 797 3800 20 834 3938 19 400 3654 19 323 3643
VIII B1g 21 855 3858 20 915 4019 19 448 3702 19 370 3690
IX, X B2g, B3g 25 131 7134 24 108 7212 22 805 7059 22 746 7065
XI B1g 27 602 9604 26 626 9730 25 218 9472 25 155 9475
XII Ag 27 603 9606 26 628 9732 25 220 9474 25 157 9477

Table 4 IHFSCCSD/Q2 excitation energies (columns ‘‘abs.’’) in wavenumbers for
different uranyl models (a–c) without the presence of the crystal environment
(rU–O = 1.774 Å). The energies relative to the first excited state are also shown
(columns ‘‘rel.’’). As there are no IHFSCCSD results for uranyl chloride (model d),
we include here the vertical SO-CASPT2 excitation energies of Pierloot and van
Besien19 for comparison

State
Label
(D2h)

Model (a) Model (b) Model (c)
Model (d),
aref. 19

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.

I, II B2g, B3g 12 296 14 757 15 746 21 024
III B1g 11 105 �1191 15 132 375 16 432 686 21 273 249
IV Ag 11 105 �1191 15 421 664 17 116 1370 22 125 1101
V, VI B2g, B3g 12 303 7 16 620 1863 18 389 2643 22 859 1835
VII Ag 14 426 2130 17 600 2843 19 400 3654 24 056 3032
VIII B1g 14 426 2130 17 687 2930 19 448 3702 24 339 3315
IX, X B2g, B3g 17 593 5297 21 061 6304 22 805 7059 27 494 6470
XI B1g 17 659 5363 22 829 8072 25 218 9472 29 842 8818
XII Ag 17 659 5363 22 829 8073 25 220 9474 29 849 8825

a Vertical SO-CASPT2 results19 calculated for rU–O = 1.783 Å and
rU–Cl = 2.712 Å.
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comparison to a supermolecular WFT calculation. One should,
however, focus more on comparing trends for the spectra rather
than absolute values for two reasons. First, the SO-CASPT2
calculations were performed for a slightly different geometry
(rU–O = 1.783 Å and rU–Cl = 2.712 Å). From the discussion above
as well as from previous studies of uranyl21,27 it is apparent that
small changes in geometry may correspond to large changes in
the vertical excitation energies. Second, there is evidence in
the literature17,21,27 that CASPT2 consistently places equivalent
excitations at higher energies than IHFSCCSD for a given
geometry, while spacings between excited levels are often in
good agreement between the two methods.

As was the case for TD-DFT, we see a steady improvement in
the agreement on the absolute excitation energies between the
approximate models (a–c) and the reference (d). We observe
differences (C3000–4000 cm�1) similar to those found for
CAM-B3LYP between the bare (a) and point-charge embedded
(b) models, and slightly smaller (C1000–2000 cm�1) ones
between the latter and the FDE model (c). The isolated uranyl
model (a) yields once more rather low values for the excitation
energies. As for the TD-DFT calculations discussed above, we
attributed these differences to the bond length employed here,
which is nearly 0.1 Å larger than the CCSD equilibrium value27

of 1.685 Å. We observe a qualitative agreement between the
IHFSCCSD and CAM-B3LYP excitation energies, for instance
with the first Eg state higher than the B1g or Ag states, but note
that these are typically C1000 cm�1 lower for IHFSCCSD than for
the corresponding CAM-B3LYP ones. This agrees with earlier
observations.17 For both the point-charge and FDE embedded
models, excitation energies are still red-shifted compared to
experiments. Nevertheless, in contrast to CAM-B3LYP, IHFSCCSD
provides the correct order of the low-lying states.

Furthermore, the spacings between levels are generally larger
than those for CAM-B3LYP and are in rather good agreement with
the SO-CASPT2 results with the exception of states VII and VIII,
which are much closer together for IHFSCCSD than for CASPT2.
Another interesting difference with respect to CAM-B3LYP is that
here models (b) and (c) exhibit differences of similar magnitude
relative to the CASPT2 Erel values [DErel

(b) C �315 cm�1 and

DErel
(c) C 552 cm�1, respectively], but with a standard deviation

for Erel
(c) of about half of that for Erel

(b) [srel
(b) C 306 cm�1 and srel

(c) C
163 cm�1, respectively]. For this reason, we think model (c)
indeed yields an improvement over (b). That said, the overall
agreement with respect to spacings between models (b–d) can
be related to a similar composition of the excited states’
wavefunctions. To that end, it is instructive to compare the
composition of the states (see Tables S6 and S7 in the ESI†) to
their analogues in ref. 19. From this comparison, we observe
rather similar ratios between the contributions of s1d1 and s1f1

character to the different states for CASPT2 and IHFSCCSD.
However, for some excitations (e.g. IV, V–VI, IX–X) IHFSCCSD
gives higher weights to the latter, as well as to p1d1 and p1f1

configurations.

3.3 Inclusion of the crystal environment

From the discussion above we believe we can consider the FDE
embedded uranyl model (c) as a sufficiently accurate represen-
tation of the uranyl tetrachloride species (d), and, given the
significant differences in computational costs between the two
(see Table S1 in the ESI†) as well as the need to use a lower (C2h)
symmetry when considering the crystal environment, from now
on we only consider FDE embedded UO2

2+ models. Our results
are presented in Table 5.

We observe that, when passing from an idealized geometry
(model c) to the experimental one (model c0), there is little
change in the excited states’ energies. The only difference is the
splitting of the doubly degenerate states in the former (I–II,
V–VI and IX–X respectively). In the case of CAM-B3LYP calcula-
tions, already at this stage the magnitude of the splitting for
the lowest two states matches quite well the experimentally
observed one, while for higher states there is an underestima-
tion. Adding the crystal environment brings about a nearly
homogeneous stabilization of occupied and virtual orbitals
with respect to the isolated uranyl chloride species. Therefore,
one sees only relatively small changes in the electronic spectrum
for the crystal models.

Model (e), in which the nearest cesium atoms are not relaxed,
changes the excitation energies relative to those of model (c0) by

Table 5 CAM-B3LYP and IHFSCC-112/Q1 excitation energies (columns ‘‘abs.’’), in wavenumbers, at the experimental geometry (C2h) for models (c0), (e) and (f). The
energies relative to the first excited state are also shown (columns ‘‘rel.’’) for each case

State
Label
(D2h)

CAM-B3LYP IHFSCC-112/Q1

Ref. 10 Exp. ref. 31 and 65Model (c0) Model (e) Model (f) Model (c0) Model (f)

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.

I B2g 18 114 18 134 18 119 18 151 18 128 20 364 20095.7
II B3g 18 112 �2 18 136 2 18 120 1 18 154 3 18 124 �4 20 363 �1 20097.3 1.6
III B1g 17 975 �139 17 938 �196 17 913 �206 18 874 723 18 816 688 21 013 649 20406.5 310.8
IV Ag 18 317 203 18 263 129 18 236 117 19 552 1401 19 492 1364 21 838 1474 21316 1220.3
V B2g 19 568 1454 19 520 1386 19 494 1375 20 836 2685 20 760 2632 22 808 2444 22026.1 1930.4
VI B3g 19 552 1438 19 501 1367 19 475 1356 20 843 2692 20 768 2640 22 830 2466 22076 1980.3
VII Ag 20 536 2422 20 514 2380 20 494 2375 21 944 3793 21 848 3720 24 618 4254 22406 2310.3
VIII B1g 20 825 2711 20 826 2692 20 808 2689 22 005 3854 21 905 3777 24 780 4416 22750 2654.3
IX B2g 24 749 6635 24 733 6599 24 711 6592 25 297 7146 25 185 7057 26 763 6399 26197.3 6101.6
X B3g 24 738 6624 24 719 6585 24 698 6579 25 307 7156 25 201 7073 26 871 6507 26247.3 6151.6
XI B1g 26 131 8017 26 045 7911 26 014 7895 27 779 9628 27 634 9506 29 169 8805 27719.6 7623.9
XII Ag 26 134 8020 26 048 7914 26 017 7898 27 781 9630 27 637 9509 29 145 8781 27757 7661.3
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no more than C90 cm�1. Generally, it decreases the excitation
energies and the largest (in magnitude) changes are observed
for the highest states considered. Relaxing the nearest cesiums
(model f) accentuates this tendency by an additional lowering
of about C23 cm�1. Therefore, we conclude that, as expected,
crystal contributions are an order of magnitude smaller than
those of the equatorial ligands. The small differential effect from
the crystal implies that CAM-B3LYP continues to underestimate
the experimental excitation energies by about 1800–2000 cm�1,
as it was the case for model (d) discussed above. For the relative
spacings between states these small effects captured by the
models for the crystal are more significant.

Similar trends are found in the WFT-in-DFT results. We
should note, however, that in these calculations it was difficult
to converge the coupled cluster amplitudes for the (1h,1p)
sector, so that we had to employ exclusively the IHFSCC-112
approximation discussed previously. Due to the increase in
computational costs caused by the lower symmetry of the central
uranyl unit, we could only employ the Q1 space. Consequently,
the absolute excitation energies in Table 5 are probably over-
estimating the calculation of IHFSCCSD/Q2 quality by about
2000 cm�1 for excitations and 100 cm�1 for spacings.

The IHFSCC-112 excited states’ composition for the uranyl
embedded in the chlorides (shown in Table S8 of the ESI†) is
essentially the same as that in the idealized structure discussed
above. In the presence of the crystal environment, we observe
that the lowest four states show more equivalent contributions
from {s1d1,p1d1} and {s1f1,p1f1} configurations than the iso-
lated models, whereas for higher states the same picture is
found for all models.

The only other study which considers the effect of the crystal
environment in detail is due to Matsika and Pitzer.10 They
combined a SO-MRCI description of the central uranyl tetra-
chloride with an embedded cluster model in which pseudo-
potentials are used to represent the six nearest-neighbor
cesium ions, while the Madelung potential arising from the
rest of the crystal was represented by an array of point charges.
Compared to these results, the CAM-B3LYP calculations better
describe the excited state spacings for all but the third and
fourth excited states. On the other hand, the results obtained
with Fock-space are generally of similar quality to the SO-MRCI
ones, with better agreement with the experimental results for
some of the lower states, but with a strong underestimation of
the energy difference between states VII and VIII.

As we can establish from our models that interactions between
the central uranyl chloride unit and further species are relatively
small, the main source of errors in our calculations is then likely
to be due to the treatment of electron correlation. There, we
observe that neither CAM-B3LYP nor any of the ab initio
approaches employed so far to investigate Cs2UO2Cl4 or the
bare uranyl chloride species are able to achieve ‘‘spectroscopic’’
accuracy for the absolute excitation energies of Cs2UO2Cl4, by
which we mean discrepancies between theory and experiment
of C50–100 cm�1 for the low-lying transitions (due to the
extremely good resolution of the experimental data). This
underscores both the difficulty of determining such spectra

from first principles and the need to investigate the perfor-
mance of higher accuracy methods (e.g. those including triple
or higher excitations explicitly) which, albeit too costly to be
employed in routine calculations, might nevertheless provide
insight into the factors controlling the accuracy of more widely
applicable approaches (e.g. DFT, CASPT2 or IHFSCCSD) and
help devise more efficient and accurate approximations.

3.4 A closer look at the occupied spinors

Apart from the analysis of the optical spectra above, it is also
instructive to compare orbital energies between the models to
gauge the accuracy of the embedding. Furthermore, the occupied
orbital energies can be compared with experimental studies of
ionization energies.

3.4.1 Uranyl (chloride) in the gas phase. We start with
CAM-B3LYP, for which we show in Table 6 the orbital energies
(e, in eV) for the valence region (�eo 6 eV) for models (c) and (d).
Here we note that for the FDE-embedded model (c), we have
orbital energies for both the UO2

2+ and Cl4
4� subsystems because

of the employed freeze-and-thaw procedure. We see a very good
agreement for the outer orbitals between the two models. In
particular, the HOMO energy for model (d) agrees closely with the
one of the Cl4

4� fragment in model (c). This is understandable,
since calculations on uranyl tetrachloride identify the HOMO
essentially as a ligand orbital. Therefore, both models can yield
approximations of similar quality to the molecule’s first ioniza-
tion potential,96 with 1.78 eV and 1.72 eV for models (c) and (d)
respectively. These are significantly smaller than the recent gas-
phase experimental vertical electron detachment (ED) energy of
2.62 eV,71 and reflect the fact that DFT calculations can strongly
underestimate this quantity.17

Discrepancies between the calculations for the two models
become larger for the region between �2.5 and 5.0 eV. In this
region, one starts to see spinors with both chloride and uranyl
contributions in model (d), whereas such direct mixing is

Table 6 CAM-B3LYP orbital energies (e, in eV) for the valence region for
models (c) and (d) in the idealized (D4h) structure and the difference between
the two (De)

Label

Model (c) Model (d)

�e Fragment �e De

e1g 1.78 Cl4
4� 1.72 0.06

e1u 2.09 Cl4
4� 1.90 0.19

e1g 2.26 Cl4
4� 1.97 0.29

e1g 2.27 Cl4
4� 1.97 0.30

e1u 2.13 Cl4
4� 2.10 0.03

e1u 2.16 Cl4
4� 2.24 �0.08

e1u 2.45 Cl4
4� 2.32 0.13

e1u 3.39 Cl4
4� 2.35 1.04

e1u 3.44 Cl4
4� 2.61 0.83

e1g 2.55 Cl4
4� 3.07 �0.52

e1g 2.81 Cl4
4� 3.26 �0.45

e1g 4.78 Cl4
4� 3.52 1.26

e1u 4.24 UO2
2+ 3.70 0.54

e1u 4.93 UO2
2+ 4.23 0.70

e1u 5.33 UO2
2+ 4.49 0.84

e1g 5.38 UO2
2+ 4.90 0.48

e1g 5.38 UO2
2+ 5.01 0.37

e1g 5.49 UO2
2+ 5.09 0.40
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absent by construction in model (c). Nevertheless, we observe a
good agreement between the supermolecule (3.7 eV) or FDE
results (4.2 eV) for the highest uranyl-dominated orbital. More-
over, this is close to the attributed vertical ED energy for the
experimental uranyl-dominated spinors71 at about 5 eV. In
contrast, the corresponding uranyl ionization energy derived
with the point-charge embedding of 6.2 eV, shown in Table 7, is
significantly higher.

The IHFSCCSD results for the uranyl ionization energies in
the FDE and point-charge models (b) and (c), also shown in
Table 7, follow a similar trend. There is a strong overestimation
in the point-charge model (7.78 eV) compared to FDE (5.81 eV),
which gives values in good agreement with experiments.
The many-electron ED states are essentially dominated by
single determinants so that one can associate those to the
ionizations of the individual Hartree–Fock spinor stabilized by
correlation effects of the order of 1 eV. The effect of the com-
pleteness of the Q space is again not negligible and amounts to
about 0.3 eV.

3.4.2 Uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4. Our results for the crystal
model in which we allow the nearest Cs+ ions to be polarized
(model f) are also included in Table 7. Due to the effect of the
Madelung potential, we observe a marked increase (about 5 eV)
in the ionization energies for the uranyl electrons, compared to
the corresponding isolated uranyl chloride models. Further-
more, we now have the three eg levels in the valence more stable
than the eu ones for both CAM-B3LYP and IHFSCCSD.

The results for the first ionization energy are in good agree-
ment with an experimental estimate65 which places the binding
energy of the valence uranyl electrons at about 9.4 eV. Compared
to that value, CAM-B3LYP shows only a slight underestimation,
while IHFSCCSD would appear to overestimate it by about 1 eV.
However, in our calculations the polarization of the surroundings
that would occur after the removal of an electron – which would
provide a net stabilization of the final state – is not taken into
account. Therefore, one can expect that once these are included,
CAM-B3LYP would yield too low ionization potentials, in line with
its known tendency to underestimate the ionization energies,17

whereas IHFSCCSD would approach the experimental values.

4 Conclusions

We have investigated the electronic structure and spectra in the
UV-Visible range of the uranyl cation (UO2

2+) in Cs2UO2Cl4,

employing subsystem embedding approaches (DFT-in-DFT
and WFT-in-DFT), in order to construct models of increasing
sophistication for the crystal environment.

We have found that with the FDE formalism one can construct
models in which the equatorial ligands to the uranyl species are
represented in an approximate fashion as an embedding
potential. The electronic spectra of such approximate models
are able to capture, without significant loss of accuracy, the
spectral features (spacing between states, symmetry classifica-
tion) of the uranyl tetrachloride molecule for states that do not
exhibit LMCT character, as well as its first ionization potential.

These models were further applied in calculations taking into
account the crystal environment beyond the chloride ligands. As
found in our prior investigation of NpO2

2+ as an impurity in
Cs2UO2Cl4, at the experimental geometry we see rather small
contributions due to the frozen crystal environment, which are
larger for higher-lying states than for lower-lying ones. The
relaxation of the electron density for atoms in the immediate
vicinity of the central uranyl tetrachloride species accentuates
this tendency, and turns out to be significant for describing the
states’ relative positions with respect to experiments. As the most
significant environment effects are due to the presence of the
equatorial ligands, the common practice in the literature, which
consists of considering the isolated uranyl tetrachloride species,
is indeed justified and a very good model for the spectrum in
condensed phase.

The overall good performance of our embedded uranyl
model makes us confident in applying such models to investi-
gate the spectrum of uranyl in other condensed media and in
the presence of different ligands. Nevertheless, these approxi-
mate models yield spectra which are on the whole red shifted.
From our results and those available in the literature, we have
concluded that these shifts can be attributed to a tendency of
the approximate models to yield U–O equilibrium bond lengths
which are shorter than the experimental ones. Thus, our
calculations would in fact be sampling a region of the potential
energy curves where the ground and excited states are starting
to coalesce. We plan to investigate this issue further. We also
plan to investigate the extent to which one can employ sub-
system approaches to define minimalistic models for other
classes of actinide-containing molecules (e.g. not containing
the actinyl species, and where ligand–actinide interactions are
more covalent than those investigated here) which can still
yield accurate electronic spectra in the optical range.

In addition to an assessment of physical models, our results
also provide further evidence for the applicability of the
CAM-B3LYP functional to describe the electronic structure of
actinyl-containing species, while at the same time underscoring
the difficulty of all ab initio approaches employed so far to
obtain very accurate energies for the low-lying electronic states
of Cs2UO2Cl4.
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